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What a fabulous weekend we had! Great weather accompanied by some good sales! 

Would like to acknowledge that the PRODUCE DEPARTMENT in Kewanee was 

up 72%!   Wow!!!  Also, Lena meat department was up 41%. There were many other great sales 

numbers but those just really stood out! 

LOBSTER FEST WENT FANTASTIC!   All stores sold out of their Lobsters 

except for one store where they held back just a few in case of ordering issues. Customer 

comments were awesome! We sold as a company 6125 Lobsters! The highest number sold was 

at Winnebago with a total of 725 lobsters! Great job to all the crews who worked the Lobster 

Fest! You are awesome! 

Encouraged store managers to take inventory of the supplies for Lobster Fest, such as bottom of 

pans, gas lines, etc... to be sure that we are putting everything away in good working order.     

For those who take care of the Specialty Foods and GMC... there is a VIRTUAL FOOD 

SHOW going on from, 9/8/2020 till 9/11/2020.

Stores please get out your FALL DECOR and get your fall merchandising hats on. We 

should be seeing apples, apple crisp, apple cider donuts, and products out for caramel 

apples. Could have some great home project displays for caramel apples that would include, nuts, 

sticks, m&ms, choc chips etc. Also, pumpkin painting supplies by the pumpkins.   

Reminder Virgil will be on vacation thru next Tuesday.

We are still in need of a DELI MANAGER FOR MORRISON, so if you are 

interested please contact Danny Baker at Morrison.   

Tim Klein happily informed us that COLD DELI SALES WERE UP 14%.

We will be doing a new PROMOTION IN JANUARY featuring Oneida dinnerware 

and knife blocks.   
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Hope everyone has a great week and stay safe!  

Reminder to all: SULLIVAN'S FOODS HOSTS ALL OF THIS 

INFORMATION and more on our website “employee portal”.  Go 

to: https://www.sullivansfoods.net/employee-portal Password: Sullivans!  

Kathy Christensen | VP OF HUMAN RESOURCES | SULLIVAN'S FOODS 
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